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Park’s transformation,

transient detection, power systems

Renato Gonçalves FERRAZ*, Leonardo Ulises IURINIC*,
André Darós FILOMENA*, Arturo Suman BRETAS*

PARK’S TRANSFORMATION BASED FORMULATION

FOR POWER SYSTEMS TRANSIENTS DETECTION

This paper presents proposed developments of a new formulation and a full algorithm for tran-
sient detection by applying Park’s transformation. This approach consist in transforming three-phase
voltage or current signals into Park’s components known as direct, quadrature, and zero axes compo-
nents. The input signals are local measurements of a power transmission or distribution system. Then,
transients are superimposed in three-phase signals that can be detected in Park’s components through
the finite difference between samples. A full algorithm for the transient detection is presented and
envisions the possibility of being applied in real time. In order to demonstrate the proposed algo-
rithm’s performance, four case studies are considered: capacitor energizing, distribution transformer

energizing, permanent resistive fault, and high impedance fault. These cases were simulated on
a typical Brazilian sub-transmission line using Alternative Transient Program. As demonstrated by
the case studies, the proposed formulation introduces further improvements for transient detection in
power systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that rapid changes in circuit states create electromagnetic tran-
sients seen in the system variables. The term transient indicates an event that is unde-
sirable but only momentary in nature, disappearing during the transition from one
steady state to another. Common sources of electromagnetic transients in power sys-
tems are lightings, faults, and switching operations. They create impulsive or oscilla-
tory transients that can affect the performance of equipment or damage their electrical
insulation [1].

Transient waveforms contain frequency components besides the fundamental fre-
quency that characterizes the phenomenon that produced the transient. In power sys-

_________
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tems, phenomena like faults are common and can cause, between others, system cur-
rents increase.

Detection of transients in power systems can initiate relay tripping or fault location
methods. The correct detection is very important to determine the exact time when
these phenomena began.

Many approaches are proposed in the literature to detect a transient or an abnormal
system condition. The method application depends on the particular problem to be
solved. The easiest to implement methods are based on sample-by-sample or cycle-by-
cycle derivatives of currents or voltages signals. When this derivative overruns a pre-
set value, an auxiliary counter starts to count. This counter is incremented by the ab-
solute value of the derivative and confirms the event when it reaches another pre-set
threshold [2].

Energy variations in a certain frequency band can be used as an indicator of
anomalies in the system. Specific values of relative increase in harmonics can be
used to detect the presence of a High Impedance Faults (HIF) or capacitor-bank
switching [3]. Characteristics in the low frequency spectrum, given by 2nd and 3rd
harmonics, can also be used to detect abnormal conditions produced by HIF [4].
These frequency methods can effectively detect the presence of transients by ana-
lyzing the frequency spectrum in a fixed sample window. Nonetheless, if time
resolution is very poor they cannot provide with acceptable precision the beginning
and end of the transient. Reference [5] shows a clear example of using Discrete
Wavelet Transform (DWT) to detect transient events. The theory of wavelets filter
banks is well presented and a high impedance fault can be distinguished from a ca-
pacitor-bank switching by analysis of the periodicity of the peaks. In [6] the imagi-
nary part of the Morlet-type mother wavelet is used to create a band-pass filter with
a central frequency determined by system parameters. A specific relation among
ground voltage phases and currents is used to identify healthy feeders from one
disturbed by a HIF. Wavelets can also be combined with singular value decomposi-
tion and Shannon entropy concepts creating a technique called Wavelet Singular
Entropy (WSE) [7]. This technique basically indicates the complexity of an ana-
lyzed signal in the time-frequency domain. When a WSE increases above a particu-
lar threshold, the transient is detected and also classified by comparing the WSE of
each phase. Sometimes it is preferred to detect or record only a specific type of
event based on voltage measurements such as a voltage dip. Wavelet coefficients
exactly points out the beginning and end of voltage dip exactly, but the high-
frequency noise present are also detected. Thus, some classification criteria such as
wavelet networks [8] or Kalman filter [9] must be used. In [10] an algorithm is pre-
sented for a fault location in transmission lines where the transient detection
is based on the Park’s transformation. However, this work does not present a theo-
retical approach about the transient detection through Park's transformation. An
analytical study of Park's transformation contextualized on electric power system
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transient assessment is presented in [11]. Nevertheless, this study is performed con-
sidering the transient signal in only one phase of a set of voltages signals.

Several state-of-the-art proposed techniques are interested in power systems linear
faults and normal switching detection. High impedance faults detection however is
still a major challenge. A generalized approach that contributes to the further im-
provement of new techniques for electromagnetic transient detection in power systems
is the main goal of this paper. Considering this, a Park’s transformation based formu-
lation applied to three phase voltages signals is developed and presented. Following,
the equations are analyzed in detail considering some important conditions of power
systems. Finally, several examples of transient signals generated by faults and
switching operations in electric power system are presented. These signals were gen-
erated by Alternative Transient Program (ATP) simulations and are used to exemplify
the use of the proposed formulation performance.

2. PARK’S TRANSFORMATION:
TRANSIENT DETECTION

Park’s transformation relates variables defined in a static reference frame with
variables defined in a rotating reference frame. The most known application of the
transformation is in analysis of rotating electric machines, turning the variables in-
ductances of the stator in constant inductances on a rotating reference with synchro-
nous speed [12]. Figure 1 illustrates this application, where q-axis and d-axis are the
quadrature and direct axes respectively,  is the angular power frequency and  is the
angle between phase a and direct axes.

phase a - axis

q-axis

d-axis

phase c - axis

phase b - axis

- power frequency

Fig. 1. Diagram of a three-phase system and dq components
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Park’s transformation matrix Tp can be expressed as [12]:
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where  is the angular power frequency, t is the time instant, and  is the angle be-
tween phase a and direct axes.

The method allows the transformation from the abc phases to the dq0 components
in the following matrix form [12]:

abcpdq VTV 0 (2)

where:
Vdq0 = [vd vq v0]

T is the vector of signals dq0;
vd, vq, and v0 are the components of direct, quadrature, and zero axes, respectively;
Vabc = [va vb vc]

T is the vector of abc signals;
va, vb, and vc are the signals of the phases a, b, and c, respectively.
The detection of electromagnetic transients due to switching actions, energizing

operations, faults, and lightning in a power system can be the initial process to differ-
entiate between normal events and potentially damaging events. To demonstrate the
property of the Park’s transformation to detect transient signals in power systems,
consider the following set of voltage signals from a three-phase system with electro-
magnetic transients in all phases as:
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where:
fa(t), fb(t), and fc(t) are the functions that represent the electromagnetic transient

signal in phases a, b, and c, respectively;
Vma, Vmb, and Vmc are the maximum values of signals of the phases a, b, and c, re-

spectively.
Transients were considered in all phases because they are usually coupled. There-

fore, an event in one phase is propagated to the others.
Park’s transformation according to (2) is applied to (3) and after the application of

some trigonometric identities [13], results in v0, vd, and vq components as:
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Again applying trigonometric relationships [13] on (4), (5) and (6), the following
expressions are obtained:
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and

23
1

0 /tan kk (11)

Similarly, (5) may be rewritten as:
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Thus, the application of Park’s transformation on (3) results in:
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The relationship between vd and vq as orthogonal projections of the same vector
can be explicitly seen in (23). Function m(t) can be understood as composition point
by point of functions m1(t) and m2(t) whose angle is T(t). They only depend on the
existence of transient signals superimposed with fundamentals ones. On the other
hand, because parameters k2 and k3 depend only on the amplitude of fundamental
components, it is possible to interpret them as components of a vector with angle 0

and modulus k1. The same can be said of the parameters k5 and k6 in relation to k4 and
angle . Angle , as shown in Fig. 1, is the angle between phase a and direct axes. It is
a constant with a stochastic value depending on the moment when Park’s transforma-
tion is applied. However, to simplify the presented analysis of v0, vd and vq compo-
nents, this angle will be considered zero.

3. EQUATIONS ANALYSIS

This section will analyze the set of equations (23) from the perspective of impor-
tant power systems operating conditions.

A. Balanced System Operating without Electromagnetic Transient

A balanced system operating in the absence of an electromagnetic transient is
given as Vma = Vmb = Vmc = Vm and fa(t) = fb(t) = fc(t) = 0. For these conditions and
analyzing (23) it is possible to verify that:
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In other words, the application of Park’s transformation to a set of signals at the
fundamental frequency of a balanced system results only in a DC level of vd, and vq

components that depends on angle .

B. Balanced System Operating with Electromagnetic Transient

A balanced system operating during the presence of an electromagnetic transient is
given as Vma = Vmb = Vmc = Vm and fa(t), fb(t) and fc(t) with nonzero values. For these
conditions and by analyzing (23) is possible to verify that:
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That is, the application of Park’s transformation to a set of signals at the funda-
mental frequency of a balanced system operating during the presence of electromag-
netic transient results in:

the sum of the transient signals for the v0 component, multiplied by a constant;
a constant plus a combination of transient signal term for the vd and vq.

C. Unbalanced System Operating without Electromagnetic Transient

An unbalanced system operating in the absence of an electromagnetic transient is
given as Vma  Vmb  Vmc and fa(t) = fb(t) = fc(t) = 0. For these conditions and by ana-
lyzing (23) it is possible to verify that:
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The application of Park’s transformation for the conditions described above results
in:

a cosine with fundamental frequency in v0 component;
a DC level plus a second harmonic in vd and vq component;

D. Unbalanced System Operating with Electromagnetic Transient

An unbalanced system operating during the presence of electromagnetic transient
is given as Vma  Vmb  Vmc and fa(t), fb(t) and fc(t) with nonzero values. For these con-
ditions and by analyzing (23) is possible to verify that:
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In other words, the application of Park’s transformation for the conditions de-
scribed above results in:

the v0 component is a fundamental frequency and transient signals combination;
the vd and vq components have the following combination:
 DC level;
 second harmonic of the fundamental frequency;
 modified frequency and amplitude combination of transient signals.

At this point can be clearly verified that conditions described in items A, B, and C
are particular cases of the condition described in D. For a better understanding of the
Park’s application, consider the following example.

F. Example

Consider a set of balanced voltages, all with an amplitude of 1 pu, with a momen-
tary oscillatory transient in phase a. Such a transient signal is a signal whose energy is
concentrated in certain ranges of time and frequency ranges. Such a signal may be
mathematically represented by a Gaussian envelope, which is characterized in this
example by a standard deviation of 2 ms, centered at 2.6 ms and modulated by a co-
sine function of 500 Hz according to:
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026.0
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Fig. 2. Park’s transformation: (a) phase voltages; (b) v0; (c) vd; (d) vq

Immediately before the occurrence of the transient at phase c, an unbalance was
characterized by a voltage of phase c of 0.8 pu. As shown in Fig. 2, upon the begin-
ning of the transient approximately in t1, v0 signal is zero and vd and vq signals are
constant values given by (25) and (26) respectively. Before t1, v0 is proportional to the
proper transient as shown in (27). The signals vd and vq are modified according to (28)
and (29), not only by an amplitude modification but also by a frequency distortion.
This distortion is given by multiplications of the transient component m(t) with a sine
and cosine. After the transient dies out at t2, an unbalance can be seen by the aspersion
of a fundamental frequency term in v0 and second harmonics in vd and vq.

4. TRANSIENTS DETECTION ALGORITHM
AND CASE STUDIES

Using Park’s transformation to detect transients allows supervision of the power
systems three phases with only one signal and eliminates the fundamental frequency
effect, improving the transient detection. It is possible to use any Park’s component
(v0, vd or vq) for detection approach, in this paper the vd component is used.

The finite difference approximation of the derivate can be used in the vd component
for transient detection as follows:
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)1()()( kvkvkc dddiff (37)

where k is the sample number. The finite difference quantities concept is broadly used
in the literature [14].

According to (31), if an unbalanced voltage condition is present an oscillation of
twice the fundamental frequency in vd is produced. This oscillation is also seen in cdiff

and its amplitude is used as a threshold. To perform the transient detection, the square
of cdiff is used as a way to attenuate noises and magnify transient components. In [10],
c2

diff was used to attenuate noises and magnify transient components and the adaptive
method was also proposed.

In order to have more control in the sensibility of the detection algorithm for the
most important electromagnetic transients in power systems, a full algorithm and two
threshold transient detections are presented. The basic idea is to count the times that
c2

diff exceeds the adaptive threshold at some time interval. As was analyzed before in
case B of section 3, in a case of unbalance, vd will be composed of a second harmonic
and a DC level as shown (31). As a result cdiff is composed only by a second harmonic.
Then, the module of this second harmonic is used as the adaptive threshold. Figure 3
shows the steps of the proposed detection algorithm.

Figures 4 and 5 exemplify the algorithm showing the vd signal, c2
diff and the

adaptive threshold. The first sample of c2
diff due to a transient beginning is much

larger than the threshold can be seen in Fig. 4. The second sample is below the
threshold, but the four subsequent samples are above the threshold. For the five
samples above the threshold before time count reached the value of time threshold,
the transient is confirmed and detected. In Fig. 5 a short transient occurs and is
seen in vd’s signal, the first sample of c2

diff after the transient beginning is much
larger than the threshold. On the other hand, because less than five samples are
above the threshold before the time_count reaches the thime_threshold, the tran-
sient is not detected.

Aiming to demonstrate the proposed formulation performance, four case studies
were considered: capacitor energization, distribution transformer energization,
permanent resistive fault, and high impedance fault. These cases were simulated on
a typical Brazilian sub-transmission line using ATP. The line is 30 km long and has
a nominal voltage of 69 kV, it is connecting two substations in the state of Rio
Grande do Sul. In order to simulate a situation closer to reality, also the phenome-
non of travelling wave was also considered using a frequency dependent line model.
Note that all stated cases are hypotheticals, only the line model is a reproduction of
a real situation. For all cases is used a time_threshold of 10 and count_threshold
of 5. Figure 6 shows the power system used in the case studies where the Digital
Transient Recorder (DTR) is in the local terminal. The switches S1, S2, S3, and S4

are closed individually for each case.
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Fig. 3. Full algorithm for the transient detection
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Fig. 4. Transient detection: (a) vd component; (b) adaptive threshold

Fig. 5. Not transient detection: (a) vd component; (b) adaptive threshold
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69 kV

HIFR 10
f

21 km4 km
L1

L2

DTR
S1S 2 S3 S4

5 km
transmission line

tra
n
sm

issio
n
 lin

e

8 km

13.8 kV

Fig. 6. Power system for case studies

A. Capacitor energization

In this case the capacitor bank was connected in parallel with a wye connection.
The capacitors have 4 mS with a factor for the series resistance of 0.15. Figure 7a
shows the part of vd’s signal that contain the ignition of a transient due to the capacitor
bank switch. The c2

diff signal and the adaptive threshold are depicted in Fig. 7b. It can
be seen that the c2

diff is progressively larger than the adaptive threshold up to the third
sample after the transient beginning. The fourth sample is below the threshold, but

Fig. 7. Capacitor bank energizing detection: (a) vd component; (b) adaptive threshold
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fifth and sixth are above and confirm the transient detection. In this case the load had
not produced an unbalance condition.

B. Transformer energization

In this case a 8 km long line was connected with a distribution transformer at the
end of line with a balanced load. In Fig. 8 (b) is shown the value of count and it can
be seen that the first value c2

diff after the transient beginning is much larger than the
threshold. The second sample is below the threshold, but third is higher again. Sub-
sequently oscillation due to the transient diminish and c2

diff become smaller, but
always above the threshold, leading to transient confirmation at sample 466 of the
vd signal.

Fig. 8. Transformer energizing detection: (a) vd component; (b) adaptive threshold

C. Permanent resistive fault

In Figure 9, the three-phase voltages from a permanent resistive fault in phase b at
4 km from the feeder can be seen. This confirms what was said in section one of the
paper: a disturbance in one phase can produce disturbances in the others phases. As
can be seen in Fig. 10 (b) oscillations due to travelling wave phenomenon are high at
the beginning of the transient and first three samples of c2

diff are considerably above the
threshold. The following samples are lower, but enough to confirm transient detection
at sample 466 of vd signal.
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Fig. 9. Three phase voltage of single phase fault

Fig. 10. Permanent resistive fault detection: (a) vd component; (b) adaptive threshold

D. High impedance fault

A HIF modeled according to [4] was connected at 25 km from feeder in phase b. In
this case transient was detected too with the proposed thresholds configuration. As can
be seen in Fig. 12 (b), five samples after HIF inception are above the adaptive thresh-
old, detecting the transient. As can be seen in Fig. 11 the voltage unbalance among
phases is not significant, however can be seen an oscillation in vd signal if it is calcu-
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lated for more samples. As a HIF has some harmonic content, that oscillation can be
explained by means of (23), replacing functions that represent transients by any har-
monic component. This lead a function m(t) with the same harmonic content but modi-
fied by the multiplication by a cosine with time varying phase.

Fig. 11. Three phase voltage of single phase HIF

Fig. 12. HIF detection: (a) vd component; (b) adaptive threshold
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5. DISCUSSIONS

Application: In this paper, an analytical approach and a full algorithm for transient
detection using the Park’s transformation is presented. From the case studies shown, it
is thus clear that Park’s transformation is a useful and valid approach for transient
detection in electrical power systems.

Advantages: Application of Park’s transformation in three phase voltage signals
brings some noticeable advantages. Firstly, all three phases can be monitored simulta-
neously by the analysis of only one signal. Secondly, when the system is operating
normally (case A in section three), all Park’s signals are constants, perturbed only in
the presence of a transient (case B in section three). Naturally in practice it is not pos-
sible to have a perfectly equilibrated system free of noise, for this reason an adaptive
threshold was presented. The algorithm has the possibility to control the sensibility of
detection by means of an over-threshold samples-counter and a time-counter. Fur-
thermore, this approach is insensitive to fault type, fault location, fault resistance, fault
inception angle, switching operations or deviations in fundamental frequency of power
system. Nonetheless, due to space, not all events have been presented in this work.

Limitations: The major limitation in the application of this approach is related to
the frequency response of the voltage and current transformers. In fact, the transducers
can introduce errors and attenuate the voltage and current signals.

Future Research: Classification and characterization of electromagnetic phenom-
ena efficiently are classical problems in power quality engineering. Hence, future
works can explore the application of Park’s transformation in power quality applica-
tions. Also, the explicitly behavior of Park’s components can be shown in cases of
phase imbalance and the presence of harmonics. Furthermore, can also be explored the
orthogonal behavior between vd and vq components for other applications.

6. CONCLUSIONS

A full analytical study on the Park's transformation has been presented within the
context of transient detection analysis in electric power systems. In this paper it was
presented a discussion of the application of Park’s transformation for transient detec-
tion. The approach may use measurements of voltages or currents signals obtained in
the local terminal from a power transmission or distribution systems.

The major contributions of this work are related to the presentation of the
equations v0, vd, and vq components that show in detail the behavior of the three-phase
signals in the presence of electromagnetic transients in all phases. The analysis of
these equations was essential in order to understand the nature and response of its
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solutions for some important operation conditions of the power system. Another im-
portant contribution is the presentation of a full algorithm for transient detection.

It is important to point out that this approach is insensitive to the event type and
can be used for the detection of transient signals of the some typical operational situa-
tions in power systems. As demonstrated by the case studies, it is clear that Park’s
transformation introduces a further improvement for transient detection in power sys-
tems.
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